
Zach,
�
I don t often play with migration data, but here are some thoughts I was able to�  
put together�
�
Of course, on it s face the statement nobody is leaving Memphis  is wrong. Two� � �  
days ago I went to a going away party for a colleague who is leaving Memphis. (But 
I also know plenty of folks who have moved to Memphis recently). I assume what he 
meant is that the people who are leaving are fewer than those who are coming in. (I 
don t know the context in which the statement was made.)�
�
One way to try to figure out net migration is to compare total population change 
over a time period to actual births and deaths during that period. The birth/death 
data is only easily available at the county level. From Tennessee Department of 
Health vital statistics summary data, we know that between 2001 and 2010, 145,120 
people were born in Shelby County and 76,463 died. The county s population in 2000�  
was 897,472. If we add the ten-year s worth of births and subtract the ten-year s� �  
worth of deaths, we d expect a 2010 population of 966,129. But the 2010 population�  
was 927,644. The actual population is lower than the expected population because of 
migration  a net negative migration over the ten-year period of 38,485. So�  
there s evidence that people are leaving  or have left. That s the simple� � �  
answer. But it s not a Memphis-specific answer.�
�
Another way to look at is to take a smaller slice of time, instead of looking at a 
ten-year period. The census bureau s new approach of using annual American�  
Community surveys helps with that. And we can look at Memphis specifically kind��  
of.
�
The survey (sent to a representative sample of people, unlike the decennial census 
that is intended to reach everyone) asks respondents where they lived 1-year prior 
to taking the survey.
�
From the results of the 2010 American Community Survey we know the following:
�
Of the 639,074 people living in Memphis, 27,722 lived somewhere other than�  
Memphis 1-year prior to taking the survey. So we know that many moved in.� �
�
According to the same data, 129,742 people moved from a residence in Memphis 1-� �
year prior to taking the survey. We know that of those people:
* 5,767 moved to a different county in Tennessee���������
* 15,388 of them moved to a different state���������
* And 108,587 moved to a different residence in Shelby County (which��������� �  
could mean somewhere else in Memphis)
�
But the data don t tell us how many of that last 108,587 moved to a different�  
house in Shelby County that is outside of Memphis.�
�
So we know that 27,722 moved in to Memphis, and at least 21,155 moved out of 
Memphis (5,767 + 15,388). But that moved out  figure is probably higher because� �  
some of the 108,587 that moved within the county probably moved out of the city of 
Memphis to somewhere else in the Shelby County.
�
If we do the same analysis with Shelby County instead of Memphis�
�
Of the 917,531 living in Shelby County, 30,336 lived somewhere other than Shelby 
county 1-year prior to taking the survey. So we know that many moved in. (The�  
Shelby County total of 917,531 here differs from the 927,644 total used in the 
first set of calculations because this one comes from ACS surveys and is 
extrapolated and the other one comes from the 100% count decennial census.)



�
And 156,025 people moved from a residence in Shelby County 1-year prior to taking 
the survey. We know that of those people:
* 8,073 moved to a different county in Tennessee���������
* 22,613 of them moved to a different state���������
�
So we know that 30,336 moved in to Shelby County and 30,686 (8,073+22,613) moved 
out  A small net negative for the county in that one-year period.�
�
That s a lot of info and it might not give you much to use  but I hope it helps� �  
some  It s complicated.� �
�
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